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ABSTRACT
We measure the weak-lensing masses and galaxy distributions of four massive galaxy clusters
observed during the Science Verification phase of the Dark Energy Survey. This pathfinder
study is meant to 1) validate the DECam imager for the task of measuring weak-lensing
shapes, and 2) utilize DECam’s large field of view to map out the clusters and their environ-
ments over 90 arcmin. We conduct a series of rigorous tests on astrometry, photometry, image
quality, PSF modeling, and shear measurement accuracy to single out flaws in the data and
also to identify the optimal data processing steps and parameters. We find Science Verification
data from DECam to be suitable for the lensing analysis described in this paper. The PSF is
generally well-behaved, but the modeling is rendered difficult by a flux-dependent PSF width
and ellipticity. We employ photometric redshifts to distinguish between foreground and back-
ground galaxies, and a red-sequence cluster finder to provide cluster richness estimates and
cluster-galaxy distributions. By fitting NFW profiles to the clusters in this study, we determine
weak-lensing masses that are in agreement with previous work. For Abell 3261, we provide
the first estimates of redshift, weak-lensing mass, and richness. In addition, the cluster-galaxy
distributions indicate the presence of filamentary structures attached to 1E 0657-56 and RXC
J2248.7-4431, stretching out as far as 1 degree (approximately 20 Mpc), showcasing the po-
tential of DECam and DES for detailed studies of degree-scale features on the sky.
Key words: cosmology: observations, gravitational lensing: weak, galaxies: clusters: indi-
vidual: RXC J2248.7-4431, galaxies: clusters: individual: 1E 0657-56: galaxies: clusters: in-
dividual: SCSO J233227-535827, galaxies: clusters: individual: Abell 3261
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Dark Energy Survey (DES) comprises an optical to near-
infrared survey over 5,000 deg2 of the South Galactic Cap to ∼24th
magnitude in the SDSS grizY bands and a time-domain griz survey
over 30 deg2 with a cadence of approximately six days. These inter-
leaved surveys are being carried out over 525 nights in the course
of five years using the 570-megapixel imager DECam (Flaugher
et al. 2012; Diehl 2012) mounted at the prime focus of the Blanco
4m telescope at NOAO’s Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory.
DECam was commissioned in September and October of 2012,
followed by an extended testing and survey commissioning pe-
riod known as DES Science Verification (SV, November 2012 –
February 2013). With this new instrument, DES will go beyond
the reach of SDSS by virtue of telescope aperture, median see-
ing, and CCD sensitivity, particularly towards the infrared part of
the spectrum. Consequently, the galaxy redshift distribution is ex-
pected to have a median z ≈ 0.7 and a significant tail beyond
z = 1, which enables DES to detect clusters at high redshift (z ≈ 1)
and to use source galaxies for a rigorous lensing analysis of clus-
ters beyond z ≈ 0.5. DES will also exceed deep and medium-
deep weak lensing surveys (CFHTLS, RCS2, DLS) by up to an
order of magnitude in area. More details about the survey can be
found in The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration (2005) and at
http://www.darkenergysurvey.org.
The very wide field of view of DECam of slightly more than 3
deg2 allows us to capture the environment of even the most massive
galaxy clusters with a single pointing. In this paper we will show
results on four fields containing clusters with masses of approxi-
mately 1 − 2 · 1015 M and redshifts from z = 0.22 to z = 0.40.
They have been chosen to demonstrate the capabilities of DECam
imaging for cluster and lensing analyses and provide an outlook of
the utility of the entire DES to map out a good fraction of the sky
to redshifts of about 1.
The goals of this pathfinder study are twofold. First, to vali-
date the data quality delivered by DECam for the purpose of galaxy
cluster and lensing studies. We focus our attention on four fields
imaged during the SV period in grizY filters with integration times
characteristic of the DES to study the relevant elements of photom-
etry and image quality. We inspect our ability to model the point
spread function (PSF) and to account for possible systematic con-
taminants of photometry and lensing analyses. We emphasize that
this is not a comprehensive study of the DES pipelines for photom-
etry or lensing; those studies will be presented elsewhere.
Second, we want to utilize the large field of view of DECam
to map the environments of these clusters over 90 arcmin, probing
cluster-centric distances between 10 and 15 Mpc at the respective
cluster redshifts. We select background galaxies according to their
photo-z estimates, use the red-sequence cluster-finder redMaPPer
to identify cluster galaxies, and employ im3shape for weak-lensing
shape measurements, from which we obtain mass estimates and
two-dimensional mass maps.
Section 2 contains the details of the observations and data re-
duction pipeline used in this study. Section 3 describes the photo-
metric calibration (Section 3.1), the redMaPPer technique for iden-
tifying red-sequence galaxies (Section 3.2), the photometric red-
shift methodology (Section 3.3), and the background galaxy selec-
tion procedure (Section 3.4). Section 4 describes the lensing anal-
ysis, detailing PSF estimation (Section 4.1), shape measurements
with im3shape (Section 4.2), and the combination of measurements
in three bands into a single shape catalog (Section 4.3). We per-
form additional tests of the recovered cluster shears in Section 4.4
Table 1. The cluster sample. Coordinates correspond to the centroids of
the Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs), redshifts are spectroscopically con-
firmed. The labels are used as abbreviations throughout this work.
Cluster name Label RA [deg] Dec [deg] z
RXC J2248.7-4431 RXJ 342.18319 −44.53091 0.348
1E 0657-56 Bullet 104.64708 −55.94897 0.296
SCSO J233227-535827 SPTW1 353.11446 −53.97441 0.402
Abell 3261 Abell3261 67.31375 −60.32555 —
and present the NFW-profile fits and lensing mass estimates in Sec-
tion 5.1 and the mass-richness relation in Section 5.2. We show
mass and cluster galaxy maps in Section 6 and indications for the
presence of filamentary structures in two of the investigated fields
(Section 6.2). We summarize our findings in Section 7.
For the entire paper we adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmological
model with Ωm = 0.3 and H0 = 100 h km/s/Mpc, where h = 0.7.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING
The clusters targeted for this study are both massive and at inter-
mediate redshift so as to show up prominently in our weak-lensing
measurements. In detail, we targeted 1E 0657-56 (Tucker et al.
1998, known as the Bullet cluster), RXC J2248.7-4431 (Bo¨hringer
et al. 2004), and SCSO J233227-535827 (Menanteau et al. 2010a).1
All of these systems are well studied, providing us with impor-
tant information such as spectroscopic redshifts and mass estimates
from lensing or baryonic tracers. General properties of the clusters
are listed in Table 1.
The exposures for these clusters were taken over the course
of several nights (November 16 – 24 and December 7, 2012). We
adhered to the nominal DES exposure times: 90 seconds in g, r, i, z
and 50 seconds in Y , and used a 10-exposure dither pattern centered
on the cluster with offsets of around 0.1 deg. Hence, the total depth
of these observations is characteristic of the DES main survey, but
differs in the dither pattern.
We extended the data set in two ways. First, we re-observed
one cluster, RXC J2248.7-4431, later in the season (on August 15,
2013) to benefit from improvements to telescope performance and
general image quality. Second, in order to compare our findings
from the targeted cluster fields to typical DES survey performance,
we added another cluster, Abell 3261 (Abell et al. 1989), to our
investigation. It was observed during tests of survey operations,
when DES observations are coordinated by an automated observer
tactician program, ObsTac (Neilsen & Annis 2013), which selects
upcoming exposures based upon survey history and current con-
ditions2. Thus, for this cluster the imaging data experience seeing
conditions, sky brightness levels, and the dither pattern typical of
the main survey.
All raw data presented here, including the calibration images,
are public and can be obtained from the NOAO archive.
1 In the course of this program, we also observed ACT-CL J0102-4915
(dubbed El Gordo, Menanteau et al. 2010b), but the images are rather shal-
low for a dedicated weak-lensing analysis of this cluster at z = 0.87. We
therefore omit the cluster in this work.
2 One key decision made by ObsTac is to observe in the r, i, z bands only if
the seeing in the proposed band is better than 1.′′1, taking into account the
chromatic and airmass dependence.
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Table 2. Average PSF width (seeing) and ellipticity for each filter in each of
the four fields, with re-observations indicated by a running number. Obser-
vations marked with † were completed in the following night; those marked
with ‡ were taken under ObsTac control during survey-mode operations be-
tween December 2012 and January 2013. Seeing is given in terms of the
FWHM in arcsec, the ellipticity in terms of shears, not polarizations. The
last column ’Shapes’ denotes whether the coadd image was suitable for a
weak-lensing shape analysis (see Section 4.1.2 for details on the selection).
Field Band Date Seeing Ellipticity Shapes
Bullet g 2012-12-07 1.06 0.038
Bullet r.1 2012-11-23† 1.04 0.056 X
Bullet r.2 2012-12-07 0.93 0.027 X
Bullet i 2012-11-23† 1.00 0.032 X
Bullet z 2012-11-23† 0.97 0.039 X
Bullet Y 2012-11-23† 1.00 0.047
RXJ g 2012-12-07 1.18 0.031
RXJ r.1 2012-11-24 0.92 0.041 X
RXJ r.2 2012-12-07 1.08 0.019 X
RXJ i.1 2012-11-24 0.86 0.029
RXJ i.2 2013-08-15 0.79 0.023 X
RXJ z.1 2012-11-24 0.90 0.045
RXJ z.2 2013-08-15 0.76 0.027 X
RXJ Y 2012-11-24 0.85 0.042
SPTW1 g.1 2012-11-16† 1.4 0.025
SPTW1 g.2 2012-12-07 1.13 0.037
SPTW1 r 2012-11-17 0.97 0.027 X
SPTW1 i 2012-11-18 0.99 0.036 X
SPTW1 z 2012-11-17 0.90 0.029 X
SPTW1 Y 2012-11-16 1.15 0.029
Abell3261 g ‡ 1.10 0.024
Abell3261 r ‡ 0.95 0.026 X
Abell3261 i ‡ 0.87 0.016 X
Abell3261 z ‡ 1.03 0.024 X
Abell3261 Y ‡ 0.87 0.028
2.1 Observational conditions
The conditions during the observations were generally stable and
mostly photometric. During the November runs, the moon illumi-
nation was bright enough to significantly reduce the depth in g and
r, triggering re-observations during dark conditions on December
7. The seeing in these nights varied between 0.′′8 and 1.′′0 in i, with
larger seeing values in r and particularly g, in agreement with at-
mospheric turbulence models. The stellar ellipticity was typically
smooth across the field of view3, and varied only slowly with time
during the same night, indicating that the PSF is dominated by the
optics rather than the atmosphere. If observations spanned multi-
ple nights, non-trivial variations occurred, which render the PSF
modeling more challenging. The observations from November ex-
hibit a predominant elongation in the right ascension direction due
to telescope tracking oscillations. Because of mechanical improve-
ments of the telescope between these first sets of exposures and
the re-observations on December 7 and later during the SV period,
the latter ones show smaller overall ellipticity and can be well de-
scribed by the typical optical aberrations of a wide-field imager.
An overview of average seeing conditions for all data in question is
given in Table 2.
3 to the degree we could determine from our observations, which comprise
the Bullet cluster field that exhibits a strongly enhanced stellar density due
to its low galactic latitude. However, dedicated studies on star clusters were
not performed.
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Figure 1. Galaxy number density ngal in bins of SExtractor’s magnitude
MAG AUTO in the i-band. From top to bottom: detected sources (black); after
cleaning the catalog (blue); galaxies with successful shape measurements
(yellow); galaxies considered in the lensed background sample (red). See
Section 4.3 for details on the selections. The numbers are unweighted, av-
eraged over all four fields.
2.2 Coadd images and catalogs
Our treatment of the data begins with single-epoch images that have
been processed through the DES Data Management (DESDM)
pipeline (Mohr et al. 2012; Desai et al. 2012). Because a significant
portion of our observations was taken early in the SV program,
we first visually inspected our images for adequate data quality
and rejected problematic exposures, e.g. those affected by occa-
sional guiding failures. We excluded symptomatic frames, charac-
terized by elongated, distorted stellar profiles. In a few instances
we also rejected exposures showing significant levels of scattered
light across the focal plane.
The DESDM pipeline already implements several standard
detrending corrections for the raw data. The overscan is subtracted
and a crosstalk matrix removes effects that bright stars induce
across the detector. Bias frames and dome flats are averaged over
several nights and then applied to the data. Included in the DESDM
reductions are fringe and pupil-ghost corrections as well as the pho-
tometric calibration, which we detail in Section 3.1.
Astrometric solutions are computed by DESDM using scamp
(Bertin 2006), matching absolute stellar positions in each exposure
separately to the UCAC4 reference catalog (Zacharias et al. 2012).
While we do not require precise absolute astrometry, the relative as-
trometry between individual exposures is critical for accurate shape
measurements. We therefore re-run scamp, simultaneously match-
ing all filters and exposures to each other as well as to the much
sparser reference catalog. Typical errors after this step are 5 mas
shifts between bands and 20 mas scatter within a band, improving
the single-epoch solutions by factors of ∼ 3.
We then coadd the single-epoch images of each g, r, i, z,Y fil-
ter band separately. Additionally, we combine the bands consid-
ered for shape measurement into a multi-band riz coadd for use as
a source detection image of increased depth and redshift coverage.
Coaddition is implemented with SWarp (Bertin et al. 2002), using a
clipped mean algorithm we have added to the software (Gruen et al.
2014a), which rejects pixels that are outliers at the 4σ level.4 Dur-
4 In contrast to median coadds, this approach successfully rejects cosmic-
ray hits without sacrificing image fidelity and statistical optimality or alter-
ing the PSF shape, critical for weak lensing studies.
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ing coaddition, appropriate flux scalings are applied to each image
using the zeropoints calculated by the DESDM photometric cali-
brations.
We run SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in dual-image
mode: we provide the riz coadd for detection of sources and as-
signment of pixels to detections, afterwards the photometric mea-
surements are made from the single-band values in these pixels.
The detection threshold is set to 1.5σ above noise in at least six
contiguous pixels. The magnitude distribution of detected sources
can be seen in Figure 1.
Finally, we define a field mask to restrict the analysis to full-
depth areas, excluding the edges of each pointed field (RXJ, Bul-
let, and SPTW1). We decided on a square shape with a side-length
of 1.5 deg with trimmed corners (shown in the left two panels of
Figure 3), the center of which was adjusted so as to maximize the
number of total detections.
3 PHOTOMETRY AND GALAXY SAMPLE SELECTION
In this work, the major role of photometry is to separate galaxies
by color and to assign photometric redshifts to them for proper cal-
culation of cosmological distances and lensing weight factors (Sec-
tion 4.3). We will therefore only introduce the general photometric
approach, focusing on aspects most relevant for this study and dis-
cussing the accuracy with which we can perform these photometric
tasks, and refer the reader to forthcoming publications for details.
3.1 Photometric calibration
Each individual exposure is first processed to bring all pixels of
the array onto a common photometric scale. Details are given in
Tucker et al. (2007), so we only summarize the main aspects here.
After bias subtraction, the images are divided by a dome flat. The
dome flat is known, however, to have variations due to stray light
and to changes in the effective pixel area. To reduce the impact of
these variations on the object photometry we divide the images by
a star flat (e.g. Manfroid 1995), which provides a correction for
512 × 512 pixel regions on each CCD (32 regions per CCD) that
minimizes the dependence of the stellar photometry on the DECam
focal plane position.
Exposures taken on clear nights are brought to a common ab-
solute magnitude scale by using a zeropoint that is a linear func-
tion of airmass, with slope and offset fit to observations of SDSS
photometric standard fields taken at the beginning and end of the
night. At least one photometric exposure is required for each filter
in each field. We use these observations to create a local set of stan-
dard stars, for each field, by averaging over all overlapping objects.
We then refit all CCD zeropoints from both photometric and non-
photometric conditions by allowing each DECam CCD on each ex-
posure to have its own zeropoint. Zeropoints are adjusted to mini-
mize the difference in magnitude between observations of common
objects in different exposures and observations of the aforemen-
tioned local standards. This method typically gives an RMS accu-
racy of ∼ 1% and has been validated by comparing measurements
of the stellar locus in color-color space, as described below.
Stellar locus regression (SLR) has proven to be a useful com-
plementary photometric calibration method to standard star obser-
vations, and relies upon the approximate universality of the intrin-
sic colors of Milky Way halo stars as a population (e.g., High et al.
2009). In the SLR approach, zeropoints for each filter are adjusted
until the foreground stars lie along the expected color-color locus.
Since the great majority of stars detected in our DECam images are
located beyond the Galactic dust sheet, the SLR is sensitive to the
combined effects of atmospheric and interstellar extinction.
Our SLR implementation employs the publically available
Big MACS5 code developed by Kelly et al. (2014). The reference
stellar locus is synthetically generated using the Pickles (1998) stel-
lar spectroscopic library spliced with SDSS spectra (as described
in Kelly et al. 2014) and convolved with the DECam total system
transmission functions. Stars in the cluster fields are selected by re-
quiring SExtractor’s stellarity parameter CLASS_STAR > 0.95 in
both the r and i band, which provides adequate star-galaxy separa-
tion for high signal-to-noise objects. Accordingly, we also require
magnitude uncertainties of < 0.05 (< 0.1) in the ri (gz) bands. In or-
der to evaluate the photometric calibration across each cluster field,
stars are binned into HEALPix6 (Go´rski et al. 2005) pixels with a
resolution of ∼14 arcmin (NSIDE=256).7 We then allow the zero-
points of the DECam griz filters to float independently in each spa-
tial pixel during the fits and use the J-band magnitudes of matched
2MASS stars for absolute calibration. The zeropoint shifts fitted via
SLR are typically .0.05 mag, with an associated statistical preci-
sion of ∼0.02 mag estimated via bootstrapping of the stellar sample.
The exception is the Bullet cluster field, where the median g-band
zeropoint shift is ∼0.2 mag, consistent with interstellar extinction
expected in this low-Galactic-latitude field from the dust maps pro-
duced by Schlegel et al. (1998).
3.2 Cluster member selection
Our study uses the methodology from the red-sequence matched
filter probabilistic percolation (“redMaPPer”) algorithm (Rykoff
et al. 2014), based on the optimized richness estimator λ (Rykoff
et al. 2012). redMaPPer is a photometric cluster finder that identi-
fies galaxy clusters as overdensities of red-sequence galaxies, and
has been shown to have excellent performance in photo-z deter-
mination, purity, and completeness for wide-field photometric sur-
veys (Rozo & Rykoff 2014). The algorithm is divided into two
stages: the first is a calibration stage where the red-sequence model
is derived directly from the data, and the second is the cluster-
finding stage. These two stages are iterated several times before
a final cluster-finding run is performed.
In the calibration phase, redMaPPer empirically calibrates the
color distribution (mean and scatter) of red-sequence galaxies as a
function of redshift and magnitude. For the red-sequence calibra-
tion, 356 spectroscopically confirmed BCGs in the 241-deg2 griz
DES SV-A1 galaxy catalog (Rykoff et al., in prep.) were used. The
spectroscopic redshifts were taken from SDSS DR10 (Ahn et al.
2014), SPT clusters (High et al. 2010), and as part of the OzDES
program (Lidman et al., in prep). These galaxies are used as “seeds”
to look for significant overdensities of nearby galaxies with similar
color as the seed galaxy (g−r, r−i, or i−z depending on the redshift,
as determined from MAG_DETMODEL8 magnitudes). The resulting set
of cluster galaxies is used to fit a full red-sequence model includ-
ing zero point, tilt, and scatter. This scatter is characterized by a full
5 http://code.google.com/p/big-macs-calibrate/
6 http://healpix.sourceforge.net/
7 The choice of 14 arcmin constitutes a compromise between increasing
angular resolution and maintaining a sufficient number of stars in each pixel
such that statistical uncertainties are ∼ 0.02 magnitudes.
8 In SExtractor’s dual-image mode, MAG DETMODEL measures the flux in
each filter by adopting a model fit to the object in the detection image, in
our case the riz coadd.
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covariance matrix among all colors (see Rykoff et al. (2014) for de-
tails). The red-sequence model is calibrated down to a luminosity
threshold of 0.2 L∗ at the cluster redshift, which was determined to
be the optimal depth for cluster richness estimation (Rykoff et al.
2012). In this way we leverage the bright spectroscopic sample to
obtain a model of the red sequence that extends to faint magnitudes.
Given the red-sequence model and the corrected magnitudes,
the cluster-finding proceeds as follows. First, we consider all pho-
tometric galaxies as candidate cluster centers. The red-sequence
model is used to calculate a photometric redshift for each galaxy,
and evaluate the goodness of fit of our red-sequence template.
Galaxies that are not a reasonable fit to the model at any redshift
are immediately discarded. For the remaining galaxies, we use this
initial redshift guess to evaluate the richness λ and the total cluster
likelihood. When at least 3 red sequence galaxies (brighter than
0.2 L∗ within a scale radius rλ) are detected, we re-estimate the
cluster redshift by performing a simultaneous fit of all the high-
probability cluster members to the red-sequence model. This pro-
cedure is iterated until convergence is achieved between member
selection and cluster photometric redshift, denoted zλ. The result-
ing list of candidate cluster centers is then rank-ordered according
to likelihood, and membership probabilities are used to mask out
member galaxies in the final percolation step. All richness values
are corrected for variations in the local depth of the DES imaging
(Rykoff et al., in prep.), however, the DES imaging is deep enough
that this has a negligible effect at the redshifts of the clusters con-
sidered in this paper. We have shown that for λ > 20 the cluster
purity and completeness are > 95% (Rykoff et al. 2014; Rozo &
Rykoff 2014). In addition, even for λ > 5 the photo-z performance
is very good, with a scatter σz < 0.015 for SV-A1 data (Rykoff
et al., in prep).
3.3 Photometric redshifts
We compute photometric redshifts (photo-z’s) using the artificial
neural network method that was applied to the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey Data Release 6 (DR6) sample, as described in detail by Oy-
aizu et al. (2008a). In brief, we use a neural network configuration
with 10 input nodes, consisting of 5 grizY MAG_AUTO magnitudes
and 5 grizY MAG_DETMODEL magnitudes, followed by 3 hidden lay-
ers with 15 nodes per layer. The neural network was trained using a
set of about 12,000 galaxies with DES main-survey depth photom-
etry and high-confidence spectroscopic redshifts.
The accompanying photo-z errors are computed using the em-
pirical “nearest neighbor error” (NNE) technique, described in de-
tail by Oyaizu et al. (2008b). The NNE method estimates the
photo-z error for each galaxy empirically, based on the photo-z’s
and redshifts of the galaxy’s 100 nearest neighbors in the spec-
troscopic validation sample, where neighbor distance is defined
using a simple flat metric in the space consisting of the 10 in-
put magnitudes noted above. Specifically, the NNE photo-z error
∆zphot is defined so that it corresponds to 68% of the |zphot − zspec|
distribution of the nearest neighbors. In DES comparison tests by
Sa´nchez et al. (2014), where the method we employ here is called
desdm, it shows a marginal bias 〈∆z〉 = −0.005± 0.003, a scatter of
σ68 = 0.094± 0.002, and a 3-σ outlier rate of 0.018± 0.003. All of
these metrics indicate that the photo-z accuracy is easily sufficient
for the purpose of this work. For further details, we refer the reader
to Sa´nchez et al. (2014).
The photo-zs also serve us to estimate
Σcrit =
c2
4piG
Ds
DlDls
, (1)
which will be used below to relate the gravitational shear γ to the
surface density contrast of the cluster lens
∆Σ = Σcrit γ. (2)
In Equation 1, D denotes angular diameter distance: to a source at
photometric redshift zphot, to the lens at the spectroscopic redshift
zl (cf. Table 1; for Abell 3261, we adopt the redMaPPer estimate
from Table 4), and between lens and source.
3.4 Background galaxy selection
We select background galaxies according to their photometric red-
shifts zphot by requiring that
zphot > zl + 0.2. (3)
This seemingly straightforward selection is very effective at select-
ing a sample of galaxies that are behind the cluster, but due to the
finite accuracy of the photo-zs it is not perfect. Two main limita-
tions need to be addressed and are discussed below.
3.4.1 Cluster-member contamination
Even though we reject all redMaPPer-detected galaxies in groups
close to zl from the background sample, we find that the number
density of nominally background galaxies, for which we have both
a photo-z and a shape estimate (see Section 4.3 for details), rises
strongly towards the cluster centers (cf. Figure 2). The rise is caused
by cluster member galaxies, for which neither redMaPPer nor the
photo-zs are complete or accurate enough to put them at the clus-
ter redshift. As expected, the chance of such galaxies getting up-
scattered to a particular redshift drops with increasing separation
between zl and zphot.
Like Applegate et al. (2014), we correct for this effect by fit-
ting an exponential model to the galactic number density as a func-
tion of cluster-centric distance r,
ncorr(r) = n0
[
1 + δnC,Z exp
[
−
(
r
rC,Z
)αC,Z ]]
, (4)
where δnC,Z , rC,Z , and αC,Z are free parameters and allowed to differ
for each cluster C and each photo-z slice Z9. The slices are chosen
to have a roughly constant and sufficient number of galaxies to al-
low a successful fit. The resulting fits are shown as solid lines in
Figure 2. If we assume all of these contaminating galaxies to be
randomly oriented,10 their effect is to reduce the perceived lensing
effect of the background sample proportional to the contamination
fraction. Following Blazek et al. (2012), we can therefore absorb
the correction term into
Σcrit,C,Z = Σcrit
[
1 + δnC,Z exp
[
−
(
r
rC,Z
)αC,Z ]]
. (5)
Note that Σcrit still depends on the actual (central) value zphot of each
9 If any form of additional weighting is employed (as we will do with Equa-
tion 15 later on), n0 needs to refer to the weighted number density.
10 Instrinsic alignments, in particular in combination with photo-z errors,
could introduce non-random contributions to the lensing signal, but their
strengths have been found to be insignificant for the work presented here
(e.g. Chisari et al. 2014; Sifo´n et al. 2014).
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Figure 2. Top: Number density of galaxies with shape measurements (cf. Section 4.2) in several photo-z slices for each of the cluster fields. The solid lines
are exponential fits to the corrected BG sample density (cf. Equation 4 and Figure 1). Bottom: redMaPPer-detected red-sequence galaxies in a narrow range
around the cluster redshift (blue), and the measured success-rate corrections 1/psuc−1 (black), applied to the number densities shown above as per Equation 6.
source, but the correction term is necessarily averaged over photo-z
slices of ∼ 0.2 width. Because the contamination fraction quickly
rises when zphot → zl, we expect that this best-effort correction is
not entirely accurate, specifically for the lowest photo-z slices.
As detailed in Applegate et al. (2014), to obtain a meaningful
ncorr, one has to account for all effects that could change the num-
ber density, either related to the cluster or otherwise. First, masks
around bright stars reduce the number of observable galaxies. At
large distances, their impact is averaged out and only affects n0. At
smaller distance, we excised the radial range with prominent stars
from the fit. This was necessary in the Bullet cluster field between
10 and 15 arcmin and in the RXJ field between 4 and 7 arcmin.
Second, the lensing-induced magnification could alter the ob-
servable number of galaxies, depending on the faint-end slope of
the luminosity function. Even for clusters as massive as this, the
magnification effect on the number counts is prominent only at
small cluster-centric distances, which we will exclude from our
lensing mass estimates in Section 5.1, and is thus left uncorrected.
Third, the high density of large galaxies in the core region of
clusters prevents us from detecting background galaxies or mea-
suring their shapes accurately. In other words, the success fraction
of shape measurements declines towards the center, which could
hide a substantial cluster-member contamination for the sample of
galaxies we can measure shapes of. We assess the success proba-
bility psuc(r) with the newly developed code Balrog11 that allows
us to insert artificial galaxies into our coadd images and compare
the resulting catalogs with the input catalogs (Huff et al., in prep).
In particular, we perform object detection and shape measurement,
including any additional cuts, identically to the actual data analysis
and then infer the rate of galaxies with acceptable shapes as a func-
tion of cluster-centric distance. Since we can only count galaxies
after their numbers ngal have been reduced due to blending with the
cluster galaxies, we need to correct for the effect according to
ncorr(r) =
ngal(r)
psuc(r)
, (6)
11 https://github.com/emhuff/Balrog
which brings these numbers, and hence the parameters of the fit in
Equation 4, back to values they would have without the presence
of cluster-member galaxies. The dimensionless term 1/psuc − 1 is
shown for each clusters as black line in the bottom panels of Fig-
ure 2, where we contrast it with the number density of redMaPPer-
detected galaxies (blue lines). We take the steeper profile of the
psuc boost factor as an indication that the main difficulty for mea-
suring shapes in the central cluster regions stems from the existence
of very large cluster galaxies, foremost the BCG, not just their in-
creased number density.
We remark that the approach outlined here is very similar to
the treatment in Applegate et al. (2014), in that the measured num-
ber densities are used to estimate the cluster-member contamina-
tion. But where they had to resort to proxies to estimate the success
rate of their shape measurements, we actually measure psuc directly
from our images.
3.4.2 Photo-z inaccuracies
The redshift estimate zphot still enters directly into Σcrit, effectively
treating zphot as the true redshift of the source zs. This is wrong in
three ways. First, Σcrit is a non-linear function of zs, therefore even
symmetric uncertainties ∆zphot as estimated in Section 3.3 lead to
biased results for Σcrit and thus for ∆Σ, the net effect of which is an
underestimate of Σcrit that strongly rises with zphot → zl. Second,
one can furthermore imagine that occasionally ∆zphot > 0.2, so that
galaxies that are actually in front of the cluster make it into our
background sample defined by Equation 3. And third, the estimated
photo-zs (or their errors) could be catastrophically wrong, so that
we may misestimate Σcrit with consequences yet to be determined.
We make use of the spectroscopic reference sample again and
compute the true redshift distribution p(Zs | zphot ∈ Z) of sources in
photo-z slices Z and spectroscopic slices Zs of width 0.1. Adopting
a strategy closely related to Blazek et al. (2012), we determine the
correction factor
c−1Z =
∑
Zs p(Zs | zphot ∈ Z) Σ−1crit(Zs)
Σ−1crit(Z)
, (7)
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whereby we mean Σcrit(Z) = Σ¯crit(zphot ∈ Z), and likewise for the
spectroscopic slice Zs. Applying this correction,
Σcrit,C,Z,Zs = cZ Σcrit,C,Z , (8)
we control for the three photo-z errors on ∆Σ mentioned above at
the level of ∆zs = 0.1, which is more fine-grained than our cluster-
member contamination correction from Section 3.4.1. For the re-
mainder of this work, we will only work with corrected Σcrit values
according to Equation 8 without specifying it explicitly. A quanti-
tative assessment of the amplitude of all corrections introduced in
Section 3.4 is given at the end of Section 5.1.
4 WEAK-LENSING ANALYSIS
For this paper, we adopt a shape-measurement strategy, in which we
perform the analysis on single-filter coadds and combine the results
from the r, i, z filters at the ellipticity level. While neither statisti-
cally nor systematically optimal,12 working with coadded images,
commonly done in cluster lensing studies, allows us to perform the
shape measurements – of both stars and galaxies – at relatively high
significance, the importance of which will become evident in the
next section.
4.1 PSF modeling
Ordinarily, one models the PSF and its spatial variations simply
by building a model from all available stars in the field. Unfortu-
nately, PSF modeling for DECam is somewhat more complicated
because its thick deep-depleted CCDs exhibit a mild flux depen-
dence in the registration of charges. This is believed to be due to
the accumulation of charges in the pixels altering the local electric
field, effectively creating a repulsive force that scales linearly with
the amount of charge already present (Antilogus et al. 2014)13. The
most apparent consequence is a flux dependence of the PSF width,
hence the effect being dubbed the “brighter-fatter relation”. The ef-
fect is not quite isotropic, having a preferred alignment towards the
readout direction.
A proper correction of this effect would involve modeling
the redistribution of charges and locally re-assigning image counts
between neighboring pixels to recreate the theoretical “zero-flux”
shape of stars and galaxies. Such an approach is currently under
development, but goes beyond the scope of this paper. In the fol-
lowing sections, we will adopt a simpler approach, in which we
eliminate the brightest stars when building the PSF model (see Ap-
pendix A for details). As they carry most of the photons, we need
to compensate by pushing the star selection for the PSF model to
fainter levels, where identification and shape measurement of stars
can be performed much more reliably on coadded images.
12 The potential errors of the image coaddition could be avoided if the
shape measurements are done on single-epoch images (cf. Miller et al.
2013), provided that the PSF can be modeled well with stars of lower sig-
nificance. One can also reduce the noise-induced shape measurement biases
by performing simultaneous shape fitting of all available exposures, even
across filters. Both of these improvements are pursued for future lensing
analyses in DES but go beyond the scope of this paper.
13 We note that, in principle, the cosmic-ray rejection in our image coad-
dition procedure (cf. Section 2.2) can introduce a similar effect (Heymans
et al. 2012, their section 2.2). However, the change of the stellar width as
a function of stellar flux is consistent with the one observed by Antilogus
et al. (2014) on single-epoch images. We therefore conclude that our clip-
ping procedure does not significantly affect the observed stellar widths.
4.1.1 Star selection and PSFEx models
The first step of building a PSF model is to select a sample of stars,
from which the shape of the PSF can be reliably inferred. Due to
the large size of DECam, we need to be able to tolerate consider-
able variations of size and ellipticity of actual stars in this initial
selection to avoid forming an incomplete model of the PSF.
We work with the coadd catalogs from SExtractor and per-
form a first-pass selection of stars in the size-magnitude plane
(to be precise, in the plane of MAG_AUTO and both FWHM_IMAGE
and FLUX_RADIUS), which yields mostly isolated stars, well suited
for PSF measurements. To avoid saturated or noise-dominated
stars, we could restrict the selection to objects with MAG_AUTO
∈ [15, 21.5], but the flux-dependence of the PSF forces us to in-
troduce a much more restrictive selection MAG_AUTO ∈ [18, 21.5] to
prevent the brightest stars from rendering the PSF model inappro-
priate for the bulk of fainter stars and galaxies (cf. Figure A1 for an
example with the full range of stellar magnitudes).
We improve upon this first pass by requiring that stars be
on the stellar branch in each of the filters r, i, z, which makes
for a cleaner selection at faint levels and avoids the inclusion of
blended stars whose faint companion is a drop-out galaxy for bluer
filters. As a last step, we build a locally smoothed map of the
FLUX_RADIUS measurements of the stars selected so far and reject
3σ outliers. This localized selection is necessary for the wide-field
imager DECam since stellar sizes increase considerably towards
the edges of the field (cf. bottom-left panel of Figure 3) so that
mildly blended objects in the inner region could have passed the
first selection with global size-magnitude cuts.
The procedure yields a very clean sample of objects, whose
sizes are characteristic of relatively bright stars in the entire field
with no noticeable contamination of neighboring objects. This
selection is then passed on as input catalog to PSFEx (Bertin
2011), run with BASIS_TYPE=PIXEL_AUTO, BASIS_NUMBER=20
and varying polynomial degree PSFVAR_DEGREES ∈ {4, 8, 12, 16}.
The pixel-based model is therefore formed by polynomial interpo-
lation of 20 × 20 super-resolution cells, taken from 48 × 48 pixel
cutouts.
4.1.2 PSF modeling tests
Figure 3 shows one example of our PSF modeling approach, dis-
playing stellar and model ellipticities in the top row and corre-
sponding sizes in the bottom row. We can see that both sizes and
ellipticities tend to increase towards the field edges and that there
are structures present at various scales in both measurements. We
therefore assess the validity of the PSFEx models by the distribu-
tion of residuals and their cross-correlation functions, shown in the
third and fourth column of Figure 3, respectively.
Following Rowe (2010) (although using slightly different
notation), we define the residual autocorrelation and the signal-
residual cross-correlation functions of the (complex) ellipticity
measurements,
ρ1(r) ≡ 〈∆∗i ∆ j〉i, j
ρ2(r) ≡ 〈∗i ∆ j + ∆∗i  j〉i, j,
(9)
where the average comprises pairs of stars i, j with separations r,
and the residuals are defined as ∆ ≡ ?−m, the difference of stellar
and model ellipticities. Conjugation of the complex ellipticity is
notated as ∗.
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Figure 3. Stellar and PSF model ellipticities and sizes for the RXC J2248.7-4431 i.2 coadd image. From left to right, the top row shows the ellipticities ? (in
terms of shears, not polarizations, see e.g. Eq. 4.10 in Bartelmann & Schneider (2001)) of the stars from the clean catalog (cf. Section 4.1.1); the corresponding
ellipticities m of the PSFEx model derived from the same stars with PSFVAR DEGREES=12; the residuals between stellar and model ellipticities; the diagnostic
two-point correlation functions ρ1 and ρ2 out to a maximum separation of 1 deg. The bottom row is analogous but for stellar and PSF model sizes, respectively.
See Section 4.1.2 for details on the diagnostic functions and their tolerances (Equation 11 and shaded areas in the right panels). In the left two panels, the
shaded area indicates the field cut to eliminate parts of the coadd images not covered by all exposures. For reference, a comparison whisker and the size color
scales are indicated in the top-right corner of these panels. The validation measurements are done with the moment-based shape code deimos (Melchior et al.
2011), i.e. we determine the moments of both stellar images and pixelized PSFEx models at a fixed size of an adaptively matched elliptical Gaussian weight
function of σw = 2.5 pixels = 0.′′658.
For the size measurements s,14 we introduce a third diagnostic
function similar to the above,
ρ3(r) ≡
〈(∆(s2)
s2?
)
i
(∆(s2)
s2?
)
j
〉
i, j
(10)
based upon the fractional error in s2. These two sets of diagnostic
functions check for the anisotropic and the isotropic validity of the
PSF model and hence for the amount of systematic shear misesti-
mation introduced by insufficient PSF correction.
After defining the diagnostic functions, we need to answer the
question: how small do they need to be? In Appendix B, we work
out the details, but the guiding principle is as follows. The error on
the measured (deconvolved) shapes will be related to errors in the
PSF model via a factor T that compares the PSF size to the galaxy
size. If we limit this PSF-induced shape measurement error by the
intrinsic shape scatter of the background sampleσ , which provides
the fundamental limit to the statistical power of the lensing data, we
can solve for the maximum tolerances of these diagnostics
ρ1(r) +
[
σ2 + 〈∗??〉(r)
]
ρ3(r) <
T 2σ2
ngal pi(R2max − R2min)
, (11)
14 by which we mean the sum of the flux-normalized second-order mo-
ments s2 = 1F (Q11 + Q22), or equivalently the intensity-weighted second
moment of the radius 〈r2〉I averaged over image I.
where T = Pγ
( sgal
s?
)2, with Pγ denoting the shear responsivity and
sgal the size of the galaxy prior to convolution with the PSF, ngal
is the number density of galaxies with shape measurements, for
which we adopt ngal = 10 arcmin−2 per filter as typical value (cf.
Section 4.3).15 The limits of the radial bin centered at r are given
by Rmax and Rmin. As we point out in Appendix B, we drop the re-
quirement on ρ2 as it does not exhibit substantial diagnostic power.
Measuring these diagnostics and comparing them to the max-
imum tolerance then allows us to determine how large a typical
galaxy has to be so that the PSF-induced errors do not dominate
over the shape scatter. In units of im3shape’s FWHM_RATIO (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2 for the definition and Equation B8 for the relation to T ),
our best models can use galaxies with FWHM_RATIO > 1.1. At our
typical seeing of . 1 arcsec, this limit corresponds to sgal ≈ 0.4
arcsec, in line with measurements for the typical sizes of galaxies
at our depth based on deep HST imaging in Miller et al. (2013, cf.
their Fig. 1). We do not consider PSF models, where that require-
ment would go beyond FWHM_RATIO = 1.2 (or sgal > 0.65 arcsec),
the size cut, for which the shape measurement code is well tested
(see next section). All fields and filters that qualify under this re-
quirement are listed with a X in Table 2.
15 In Section 4.3 we will introduce additional lensing weights that effec-
tively reduce ngal by 10-15%, which means that our PSF diagnostics limits
are slightly over-conservative.
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In terms of complexity, the best-performing PSFEx models
have polynomial degree between 8 and 16, with a majority at 16.
In addition and as replacement of the proposed role of ρ2 in Rowe
(2010), we performed a cross-validation study, in which we build
a model using only a subset of the stars and then compute the di-
agnostic functions from the remaining stars. Even with the high-
est polynomial degrees, the models showed no indication of over-
fitting the data and, the with the numbers of stars we provided, pro-
duced stable results in the analyzed areas of each field.
To our knowledge, this is the first time that tolerances for PSF
model diagnostics have been utilized to predict what size galax-
ies need exceed so that their shapes can be sensibly determined.
The approach we have adopted here is conservative in three dis-
tinct ways. First, because we require the PSF models to stay within
their tolerances at all scales, the actual PSF errors are smaller than
our limits at most scales. Second, by calculating the tolerance at
the limit of the smallest galaxies, the majority of the source sample
will be less affected by PSF errors than predicted. And third, as we
show in Section 4.3, the final shape catalogs are combined from
different filters, so that the variation of PSF properties between fil-
ters enables a partial cancellation of the PSF-induced errors. We
therefore consider the resulting shapes not to be dominated by PSF
systematics, a claim we are going to review in Section 4.4.
4.2 im3shape measurements
For the weak-lensing shear analysis presented in this paper, we use
the publicly available galaxy shape measurement code im3shape16
(Zuntz et al. 2013). By maximizing the likelihood, it fits a PSF-
convolved two-component bulge-plus-disc galaxy model to mea-
sure the ellipticity of each galaxy. In particular, we model galaxies
as a sum of co-elliptical Se´rsic (1963) profiles described by seven
free parameters: ellipticity (1, 2), position (x0, y0), disc half-light
radius (rd), bulge and disc peak flux (Ab, Ad). We set the indices of
the Se´rsic profiles to 1 for the disc component and 4 for the bulge
component. The bulge-disc size ratio is also kept fixed at 1.0.
To counter the adverse effects of aliasing and avoid
upsampling biases we render intermediate model images at
higher resolution as described in detail in 4.1 of Zuntz
et al. (2013), choosing im3shape’s upsampling parameters con-
servatively as upsampling=5, n_pixels_to_upsample=8, and
n_central_pixel_upsampling=7 with a postage stamp of size
stamp_size=37 pixels. This is done for both the galaxy model
image and the PSF image sampled from the PSFEx model at the
galaxy position estimated with SExtractor. The convolution of the
two is then performed in Fourier space.
There are notable complications in our use of im3shape here
compared to the simulation study presented by Zuntz et al. (2013):
Neighboring objects. The flux of nearby objects affects shape mea-
surement and leads to biases if not treated carefully. To this end, we
make use of the segmentation map provided by SExtractor: we
give zero weight to all pixels that are assigned to another identified
object within the processed image stamp.
Background treatment. Although the single-filter coadd images are
globally background-subtracted by SWarp, we find a non-zero lo-
cal background for a few postage stamps where the global back-
ground subtraction remained insufficient. Therefore, we perform a
local background estimation by averaging those pixels within the
16 https://bitbucket.org/joezuntz/im3shape/, revision c8e6728
postage stamp that have not been assigned to any detection. The re-
sulting value is then subtracted as a constant from all pixels within
the analyzed image.
We process each single-filter coadd image independently. For
each image we run on all detected objects (with the exception of
very bright and very faint objects). To clean the final shear catalogs,
we first perform a star-galaxy separation based on the im3shape-
estimated FWHM_RATIO between the pixel-PSF-convolved model
image and the PSF image. The FWHM of a pixel-PSF-convolved
galaxy model is estimated from its centered, noise-free model im-
age with its ellipticity set to zero. The FWHM_RATIO is in effect a
measure of the pre-seeing mean radius of the source, and hence we
expect cuts based on this quantity to be free of first-order biases to-
ward alignment with the PSF. All objects with FWHM_RATIO < 1.1
are considered unreliable for shape measurement, often stars, and
are excluded from further processing. We also remove shape mea-
surement outliers by applying additional cuts based on im3shape fit
results. In particular, we apply cuts for the following parameters:
the best-fit likelihood value, the minimum and maximum model
value (per pixel), the minimum and maximum residual value (per
pixel), the change in the estimated centroid position, and the disc
half-light radius. The cuts are adjusted for each coadd image and
are only meant to reject obvious failures of the shape measurement
process.
4.2.1 Noise-bias calibration
Shape measurements are affected by a prominent bias when the
galaxy images become noisy (e.g. Massey et al. 2007). This is a
consequence of the observable, the galaxy ellipticity, being non-
linearly related to the flux in each pixel and applies to model-fitting
methods and moment-based measures of the ellipticity alike (Mel-
chior & Viola 2012; Refregier et al. 2012; Kacprzak et al. 2012).
To calibrate im3shape’s response to noise bias we simulate
mock galaxies, using the GalSim17 (Rowe et al. 2014) framework.
In particular, we adopt the methodology of Mandelbaum et al.
(2012) and degrade high-resolution and high-significance images
from COSMOS to the DECam resolution and magnitude limit (cf.
Figure 1). We approximate the coadd PSF by a circular Moffat
(1969) profile with seeing values ∈ [0.7, 0.8, 0.9] arcsec, spanning
the expected range of our observing conditions. Applying exactly
the same cuts as for shape catalogs from the coadd images, we have
verified that both magnitude and size distributions of the simulated
galaxies closely match the observed ones. Adding an artificial shear
γ of order 5%, we can infer the shear response
mn ≡ ∂〈〉
∂γ
(12)
as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio SNR and FWHM_RATIO.
We believe these two parameters to largely determine the shear re-
sponse, and by working with size ratios we render this calibration
mostly insensitive to the observed PSF widths that occasionally ex-
ceeded the simulated range. The result is shown in Figure 4. At
high SNR, the shear can be measured in an unbiased fashion for
all galaxy sizes, whereas the noise bias gets progressively worse
for lower SNR, scaling roughly as SNR−2, consistent with findings
of Bernstein & Jarvis (2002). It is counter-intuitive that the small-
est galaxies show the least amount of bias. Also, at very low SNR
the larger galaxies show an intriguing upturn. We interpret both as
17 https://github.com/GalSim-developers/GalSim
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Figure 4. Noise bias on the multiplicative term mn of the shear response as
a function of im3shape’s SNR for different values of the galaxy FWHM RATIO.
The solid lines are even-order polynomial fits to the data (cf. Equation 13).
The bottom panel shows the SNR distribution of galaxies with shape mea-
surement from any single-filter coadd image, averaged over all fields and
riz filters.
higher order effects of the noise bias. A decrease in noise bias for
smaller galaxies is plausible, particularly for a mixture of biases
with different signs at different orders in SNR and FWHM_RATIO,
with perhaps some fortuitous cancellation for the smallest galaxies
we plot. According to Kacprzak et al. (2012), only even orders of
SNR can appear in the noise-bias relation, therefore we attempt to
parameterize the dependence with the following polynomial model,
mn ≈ c0 + c2SNR−2 + c4SNR−4, (13)
whose best-fit parameters are listed in Table 3. The applied noise-
bias corrections are taken from these fits in each of the size bins.
We also note that the shear response of Equation 12 is assumed
to be linear in the shear. Large shears, as encountered close to the
centers of clusters, may introduce a non-linear response, which
would be overseen by our calibration approach. However, for the
analysis in Section 5 we will exclude these inner regions and re-
strict ourselves to shear values, for which im3shape’s performance
was tested by our simulations and others (e.g. Kitching et al. 2012).
4.3 Final catalog creation
For each cluster field we include the shape catalogs for all filters
f that passed the PSF modeling requirements from Section 4.1.2
(cf. Table 2 for the list). Based on SExtractor measurements, we
enforce additional cuts to clean the catalogs from potentially prob-
lematic measurements: FLAGS = 0 and CLASS_STAR < 0.8. We
furthermore exclude areas at the edges of the fields, where the cov-
erage is not homogeneous across filters, giving rise to the “picture
frame” geometry shown in the left panels of Figure 3. We also mask
out stars detected in the Tycho-2 catalog (Høg et al. 2000) with
magnitude-dependent circular and hand-crafted bleed trail masks
to avoid saturation features and local sky-background variations
that could affect the photometry or the shape measurements. The
remaining sample is shown as “Clean” in Figure 1.
On top of the selection inherent to im3shape success, we re-
strict the shape measurements to SNR > 5 and FWHM_RATIO > 1.2
in concordance with limits on both the PSFEx-model quality and
the shape calibrations in Section 4.2.1. For each remaining galaxy
j, the shapes are combined from all available filters f ( j) according
Table 3. Best-fit parameters of Equation 13 to the simulated data from
Figure 4. The last column indicates the percentage of all galaxies with
shape measurements in any band to fall into the given bin, averaged over
all fields and riz filters. The missing fraction of about 7% are larger than
those listed here but show an identical noise bias, we therefore adopt the
FWHM RATIO = 1.9 fit to correct them.
FWHM_RATIO c0 c2 c4 Ngal [%]
∈ [1.20, 1.30] 1.010 ± 0.012 −3.9 ± 3.6 −64 ± 129 24.2
∈ [1.30, 1.40] 1.001 ± 0.012 −17.2 ± 3.4 229 ± 127 19.0
∈ [1.40, 1.50] 1.019 ± 0.013 −30.2 ± 3.5 587 ± 130 15.3
∈ [1.50, 1.60] 1.028 ± 0.016 −30.5 ± 4.1 498 ± 150 12.0
∈ [1.60, 1.70] 1.019 ± 0.018 −28.9 ± 4.8 438 ± 174 9.8
∈ [1.70, 1.80] 1.042 ± 0.021 −28.3 ± 5.4 326 ± 193 7.3
∈ [1.80, 1.90] 1.014 ± 0.024 −23.4 ± 6.2 271 ± 214 5.0
to their im3shape weight w3( j, f ),
( j) =
∑
f ( j) mn( j, f )−1 ( j, f ) w3( j, f )∑
f ( j) w3( j, f )
. (14)
This filter-combined ellipticity maximizes the number of galaxies
with shape measurements and reduces the variance from pixel noise
in each ellipticity estimate derived from more than a single filter.
The resulting catalog forms the basis for all subsequent analysis
and is denoted as the “Shapes” sample in Figure 1. The number
density ngal of this catalog ranges from 9 to 12 arcmin−2, with the
best available seeing in each field being the dominant factor of that
variation. This is consistent with the expectations for the full-depth
DES imaging data (The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005).
Only the coadd images of the additional cluster Abell 3261 do not
reach the nominal full depth of 10 exposures, resulting in a reduced
ngal = 8 arcmin−2.
Note that the noise-bias correction mn( j, f )−1 in Equation 14
depends on SNR( j, f ) and FWHM RATIO( j, f ) as described in Sec-
tion 4.2.1. The weight takes both statistical and measurement vari-
ances into account (e.g. Hoekstra et al. 2000, their Eq. A2),
w3( j, f ) =
σ2
σ2 +
[
0.1 1mn( j, f )
20
SNR( j, f )
]2 , (15)
where we have adopted an estimator for the measurement error σ j
that scales inversely with SNR and accounts for variable amounts
of noise-bias correction. This estimate may be on the conservative
side, but has performed well in simulations, where a full likelihood
exploration for the parameters was available. For the weight w3( j)
of the combined shapes, we stick to the formula above, but replace
SNR( j, f ) with
∑
f ( j) SNR( j, f ).
When we apply the weights to the shape catalog, the effective
number density neff ≈ 0.87 ngal, while both shape scatter and mean
redshift of all galaxies with shape measurements are only mildly
(i.e. of order 5%) reduced by the weighting, 〈zphot〉 ≈ 0.7 and σe ≈
0.3. We emphasize that because of anticipated changes in the shear-
measurement pipeline for future studies, these numbers are only
roughly indicative of the DES performance and should therefore be
treated with due caution.
Applying the photo-z cut of Equation 3 finally yields the shape
catalog for the background sample, labelled as “BG” in Figure 1.
4.4 Consistency tests
While not strictly necessary for the lensing analysis in Section 5,
we choose to express the measurements in ∆Σ(r) rather than in the
actual observable, the shear g = 〈〉. This physical quantity should
be invariant under choice of source populations, at least ideally.
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Figure 5. Consistency test for the background-selected shape catalogs, sliced in im3shape’s
∑
f SNR (1st panel), in photo-z estimate (2nd panel), in FWHM RATIO
(FR for short, 3rd panel), and from different filters (4th panel). The conversion between shear estimate and ∆Σ is done with Σcrit(z) calculated for each galaxy
individually based on its photometric redshift according to Equation 8. The numbers are stacked over the four fields, errors correspond to the dispersion of the
weighted mean in each bin. For clarity, the points of different slices have been shifted horizontally by 0.4 arcmin.
It allows us to slice the background sample in various ways and
thereby to test whether the shear measurements and the various cal-
ibrations are accurate. To work with a sufficient number of galaxies,
we combine the four clusters by stacking them at their respective
(BCG) centers. The test results are shown in Figure 5.
First, we check whether the typical SNR-dependence of weak-
lensing measurements is corrected by our calibrations from Sec-
tion 4.2.1. The left panel of Figure 5 shows that there is no strong
trend visible when varying im3shape’s SNR parameter, implying that
our calibration was indeed successful. In terms of weak-lensing
mass (see methology in Section 5.1), we have less than 10% vari-
ations between each subset and the entire stack. Note that we slice
the final catalog, where ellipticity measurements have been com-
bined according to Equation 14, therefore the SNR is given as
the sum over the measurements in each filter. The pivotal value∑
f SNR = 30 is chosen here because it yields SNR( f ) ≈ 10, which,
according to Figure 4, separates galaxies with substantial levels of
noise-bias corrections from those with a much milder correction.
Second, we split the sample according to the reported photo-z
of each source. As we have corrected for the redshift dependence
of the measured shear by converting to ∆Σ (see Section 3.4 for the
details and calibrations we applied to the raw photo-z values), we
should not see any variation induced by the change in distances in
Equation 1, and indeed there is none recognizable in the second
panel of Figure 5. Quantitatively, we find the upper redshift slice
to have a higher mass estimate of about 15%, whereas the lower
is about 10% low in mass compared to the entire stack, neither of
which is significant given the errors in the stacked lensing profiles.
Note that this outcome is not trivial as both the photo-z corrections
and the noise-bias calibrations have to perform well. Due to the
correlation between flux and distance, correcting only one of them
is not sufficient to null this test.
Third, we revisit our claim from Section 4.1.2 that the PSFEx
models allow us to use galaxies down to FWHM_RATIO = 1.2 or
even below. The third panel of Figure 5 shows that this is unfor-
tunately not entirely the case, with a mild size dependence of the
reported ∆Σ: the larger (smaller) set of galaxies yields a mass es-
timate that is about 30% higher (10% lower) than the entire stack.
While at rather low statistical significance – the errors on the mass
estimate of each slice are of order 35% – we suspect that corre-
lated noise and complex PSF shapes in the coadd images are more
harmful to small galaxies than indicated by the noise-bias simu-
lations from Section 4.2.1 that used uncorrelated pixel noise and
simplistic PSFs. We want to point out that this tendency is barely
recognizable in a stack of four clusters, so that we do not expect it
to limit the individual lensing analyses in the next sections.
Finally, the last panel of Figure 5 shows the lensing signal
if we only use the shape measurements from single filters instead
of combining them according to Equation 14. Using single filters
constitutes a drop-out technique, where galaxies are more likely
measurable in redder filters if they are at higher redshifts. Since
the redshift dependence of the signal seems to be well character-
ized (second panel), we expect consistent measurements here, too.
However, uncorrected effects related to the CCD (e.g. prominent
fringing in the z-band) or the instrument in general could interfere,
but to the limit of this test we can rule this out: the mass estimates
agree to better than 10% across filters. This leads us to the non-
trivial conclusion that DECam images taken in each of the riz filters
seem equally suitable for shape measurements.
Note that this methodology effectively constitutes a sequence
of null tests, even though we inspect the actual signal. We could
have subtracted the mean signal to render it a proper null test, but
we choose to leave it in since some of the systematics could scale
with, for example, the lensing strength or the source density, so it
may help to actually see the mean cluster signal to gauge the de-
pendency on cluster-centric distance r. Larger cluster samples in-
vestigated in forthcoming DES analyses will substantially sharpen
these consistency tests and allow us to detect potential shape mea-
surement problems with much higher precision.
5 SHEAR PROFILES AND LENSING MASSES
We now measure the lensing masses by fitting a radial profile to the
tangential shear signal, centered on the BCG coordinates as listed
in Table 1.
5.1 NFW profile fits and lensing masses
To obtain estimates of cluster masses, we assume the density pro-
file described first by Navarro et al. (1996, NFW). The three-
dimensional density ρ(r) of the NFW profile at radius r is given
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Figure 6. Surface density contrast ∆Σ = Σcritγt profiles (black) for each of the four cluster fields and 100 random MCMC sample projections onto the data
(light gray) after an initial burn-in phase. The fit range was restricted to 3 6 r 6 15 arcmin. The B-mode Σcritγ× is shown in red.
as
ρ(r) =
ρ0
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
. (16)
The profile can alternatively be expressed in terms of the mass
M200c and concentration c200c = r200c/rs, instead of the central den-
sity ρ0 and scale radius rs. Here r200c denotes the radius of a sphere
that comprises an overdensity of 200 times the critical density at the
redshift of the cluster. The projected density and gravitational shear
of the NFW profile are given in Bartelmann (1996) and Wright &
Brainerd (2000).
Assuming Gaussian errors on the shape estimates,18 the like-
lihood of any model can be calculated from the shear catalogue by
means of the χ2 statistic. Given model predictions ∆Σˆ(r) for the
lens and the measurements of component t( j) of the ellipticity of
galaxy j tangential to the cluster center, the likelihood L can be
written as
lnL = −1
2
∑
j
[
∆Σˆ(rk) − Σcrit( j)t( j)]2
Σ2crit( j)
[
σ2j + σ
2

] + const, (17)
where we use the corrected Σcrit from Equation 8 and insert
w3( j)/σ2 from Equation 15 as the total variance term in the denomi-
nator. Since the reduced shear in the weak-lensing regime is a small
correction to the intrinsic shape, the latter can still employ σ from
the observed (as opposed to an unlensed) distribution of shapes.
We evaluate the posterior distribution of the likelihood L with the
MCMC sampler emcee19 (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013), adopting a
log-normal prior on the concentration following the concentration-
mass relation of Duffy et al. (2008, their ’full’ sample) with scatter
of σlog c = 0.18 (Bullock et al. 2001).
To avoid the regions where the cluster-member contamination
correction (cf. Section 3.4.1) and possible shape-measurement er-
rors due to crowding may not be well characterized, we exclude the
region in the very center and start the fit at r = 3 arcmin. This also
renders us robust against miscentering as our choice of the BCG
center may not correspond to the actual gravitational center of the
halo. To limit the inclusion of uncorrelated large-scale structure or
clusters, we also restrict the outer limit to r = 15 arcmin. The re-
sulting range 3 6 r 6 15 arcmin is similar to 750 kpc 6 r 6 3 Mpc
18 That is an overly simplified assumption because measurement errors will
induce Cauchy-like wings even if the intrinsic shape dispersion were Gaus-
sian (Applegate et al. 2014; Melchior & Viola 2012).
19 http://dan.iel.fm/emcee/
employed by Applegate et al. (2014) but extends somewhat farther
out to reduce the shot noise from the rather low ngal of our data. The
NFW profile is not a good fit to lensing measurements at such large
distances because it lacks the two-halo contribution from structures
associated with the clusters. However, the resulting bias is only of
order 10% (Oguri & Hamana 2011, their Fig. 4), which will cer-
tainly be below our measurement accuracy.
In Figure 6 we show the individual shear profiles and 100 ran-
domly chosen sample projections onto the data to demonstrate the
range of viable models after an initial burn-in phase. Parameter con-
fidences are given in terms of the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles of
the marginalized mass M200c and concentration c200c distributions.
We can see that SPTW1 is well-fit by an NFW model, including
the innermost radial bin that was not included in the fit. Given our
uncertainties, the NFW profile constitutes an acceptable model for
all clusters. We also want to point out that the B-mode, denoted as
γ× in Figure 6, is statistically consistent with zero for all clusters,
although some moderately large fluctuations occur.
It is typical for pure weak-lensing measurements that the con-
centration is only poorly constrained (e.g. Postman et al. 2012), a
tendency that we have even exacerbated by excluding the inner 3
arcmin. This highlights the potential importance of a concentration
prior, a situation in which the significant differences in the liter-
ature between concentration-mass relations derived from different
simulations or observational studies may appear worrisome. How-
ever, deviations of the assumed relation from the truth only mildly
impact the weak-lensing mass measurement (e.g. Hoekstra et al.
2012, their section 4.3). Indeed, we find no significant differences
of the marginalized results using the Duffy prior or an entirely flat
prior within 0 < c200c < 8.
Comparing our M200c estimates with previous results listed in
Table 4, often based on substantially deeper data, we find good
agreement for RXC J2248.7-4431, where the mass estimate in
Gruen et al. (2013) is within our 68% confidence region. Two recent
analyses of the same data – together with magnification (Umetsu
et al. 2014) or HST strong- and weak-lensing constraints (Merten
et al. 2014) – yield reduced estimates of M200c, which are fully con-
sistent with our result.
For the Bullet cluster, our mass estimate is rather poor due to a
fairly low ngal, but we can recover the result of Clowe et al. (2004)
within errors. This comparison is, however, not as straightforward
as it seems. The original ground-based VLT data in Clowe et al.
(2004) had a field of view of only 7 arcmin, hence the radial range
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Table 4. Weak lensing masses M200c in units of 1014M (with a log-normal prior on c200c based on the Duffy et al. (2008) concentration-mass relation),
redMaPPer richness λ and redshift estimate zλ, and their statistical errors (see Section 3.2 and Section 5.1 for details). The literature mass estimates are derived
from weak lensing, galaxy dynamics (D) or optical richness (R).
Cluster name M200c λ zλ Literature value M200c
RXC J2248.7-4431 17.5+4.3−3.7 203 ± 5 0.346 ± 0.004 22.8+6.6−4.7 (Gruen et al. 2013), 20.3 ± 6.7 (Umetsu et al. 2014), 16.6 ± 1.7 (Merten et al. 2014)
1E 0657-56 13.0+6.5−5.2 277 ± 6 0.304 ± 0.004 17.5 (Clowe et al. 2004)i, 12.4 (Barrena et al. 2002, D)
SCSO J233227-535827 9.6+3.9−3.3 77 ± 4 0.391 ± 0.008 11.2+3.0−2.7 (Gruen et al. 2014b), 4.9 ± 3.3 ± 1.4 (High et al. 2010, R)
Abell 3261 6.4+3.2−2.5 71 ± 3 0.216 ± 0.003 —
i We converted the measured r200c from Clowe et al. (2004), which lacks an error estimate, to M200c using the critical density in our adopted cosmology.
probed there is almost entirely excluded in our fit that starts at 3
arcmin. We therefore acknowledge the similarity of our mass esti-
mates with the literature value, but do not consider this a powerful
result.
The situation is different for SCSO J233227-535827, where
the shear profile is more regular and our mass estimate is better
constrained. Our estimate is in excellent agreement with the weak-
lensing analysis from Gruen et al. (2014b). Our central value is
about twice as high as the estimate from High et al. (2010) based
on optical richness. Another recent mass estimate from SZ and X-
ray scaling relations by Reichardt et al. (2013) of M500c = 6.50 ±
0.79 h−170 10
14M is again fully consistent with our lensing estimate,
which we derive as M500c = 6.4+2.6−2.2 · 1014M by assuming an NFW
profile with c200c = 3.4 as measured from our lensing data.
We conclude this section with a test on the robustness of
the mass estimate against uncertainties in the numerous calibra-
tions we have employed. To assess the impact of the calibrations,
we repeated the NFW-profile fitting without the calibrations. The
cluster-member contamination correction from Section 3.4.1 alone
increases the mass estimates by less than 5% as it only affects the
galaxies within ≈5 arcmin, and our fits start at 3 arcmin. The photo-
z recalibration from Section 3.4.2 yields a global boost of the lens-
ing signal by 5-10%. The biggest impact stems from the noise-bias
correction (Section 4.2.1), which globally increases the inferred
shear by ≈20%.20 The sum of all these calibrations amounts to a
considerable 35%, so that uncertainties in the calibrations actually
become important. As we have laid out in the relevant sections,
these calibrations are determined quite well with dedicated mea-
surements, but we will conservatively allow for a 20% systematic
error budget. Compared to the statistical uncertainties that are of
order 50% (with RXC J2248.7-4431 being the only cluster with a
25% statistical error), we conclude that the overall error is domi-
nated by shape noise from the dispersion of galaxy ellipticities.
5.2 Richness-mass relation
An obvious additional cross-check for the data in this work is to
compare it with the mass-richness relation for low-redshift clusters.
Rykoff et al. (2012) constrained it with maxBCG (Koester et al.
2007) clusters in the range 0.1 6 z 6 0.3 with a very similar rich-
ness estimator λ to the one we employ here. Although their redshift
range only covers two of our clusters (the other two are at slightly
higher redshift), we expect that deviations would more likely stem
20 This amount of noise-bias correction seems high by cosmic shear stan-
dards, but we also include much fainter galaxies with our adopted cuts.
Similar levels of noise bias have been reported for various methods, e.g. by
Massey et al. (2007, their section 5.5).
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Figure 7. Lensing mass M200c as a function of redMaPPer’s richness λ for
the four investigated clusters. The dashed line shows the expected scaling
relation from Rykoff et al. (2012, see Equation 18) with their proposed rel-
ative scatter of 33% at fixed richness (shaded region).
from our large measurement errors on the weak-lensing mass than
from any possible redshift evolution of that relation.
We list the redMaPPer-estimated richness and redshift esti-
mates in Table 4 and note that for the three clusters, for which we
have spectroscopic redshifts, redMaPPer provides excellent red-
shift estimates, with deviations within 2∆zλ in all cases. We take
this as an indication that our overall photometric calibration (Sec-
tion 3.1) and the red-sequence (Section 3.2) calibration were suc-
cessful. In Figure 7 we compare the richnesses with the weak-
lensing masses from Figure 6 and the best-fit solution from Rykoff
et al. (2012, their Eq. B5)
ln
(
M200c
1014h−1M
)
= 1.48(1 ± 0.33) + 1.06 ln
(
λ
60
)
(18)
and find that our measurements indeed agree with the expecta-
tions,21 within the considerable scatter both measurements exhibit.
6 MASS AND CLUSTER GALAXY DISTRIBUTIONS
We now move from spherically averaged masses to two-
dimensional maps of the weak-lensing mass and the cluster galax-
ies. We have seen in Section 5.1 that the NFW profile is an accept-
able fit to the measurements. In detail, that is not even expected as
21 We note that Rykoff et al. (2012) made simplifying assumptions that
entail e.g. the absence of an error on the slope in Equation 18. We therefore
refer to their Appendix B for a discussion of the limitation of the inferred
mass-richness relation.
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the NFW profile only describes the average radial profile of dark
matter halos in simulations, incapable of reproducing the complex
structures massive clusters often exhibit (e.g. Merten et al. 2011;
Medezinski et al. 2013). We are particularly interested in the envi-
ronment of these clusters, using DECam to follow the filamentary
structures from which the clusters accrete out to distances normally
not accessible to dedicated cluster-lensing studies on imagers with
smaller fields of view.
We start the inspection of the cluster fields visually at the cen-
tral 5 × 5 arcmin2 of each cluster in the left column of Figure 8,
where we can see the BCG and other bright cluster members. In all
four clusters, we can see that several of the obvious cluster member
galaxies tend to line up along one axis that coincides with the orien-
tation of the BCG. This long-known tendency (Sastry 1968; Carter
& Metcalfe 1980) is still not entirely understood, but a plausible
scenario entails that accretion of satellite halos along filaments de-
termines the cluster major axis, and the BCG orients itself accord-
ingly (e.g. Hao et al. 2011, and references therein).
6.1 Mass maps
To perform the mass reconstruction of the galaxy clusters, we move
further out to cover 30 arcmin, a scale typical of weak-lensing stud-
ies of individual galaxy clusters, and employ the aperture-mass
technique from Schneider (1996). It exploits that a local estimate
of the convergence κ(θ) = Σ(θ)/Σcrit can be obtained by summing
up all ellipticity measurements t(θ j) inside of a circular aperture,
Map(θ) =
∑
j
Q(|θ − θ j|) t(θ j). (19)
Here the tangential component of the ellipticity t is calculated with
respect to the center θ of the aperture, not the center of the cluster
as in Equation 17. Under the assumption of uncorrelated Gaussian
noise in the ellipticities with variance σ2 , the variance of Map is
given by
σ2Map =
1
2
∑
j
Q2(|θ − θ j|) | |2(θ j). (20)
So far we have not specified the weight function Q, and in fact
we have considerable freedom in doing so, which allows us to
demand additional desirable properties of the reconstructed mass
maps. Since the noise contribution stemming from σ is scale-free,
the maximum Map/σMap is achieved if Q is identical to the sig-
nal we try to find, i.e. the tangential shear of the cluster (Schnei-
der 1996; Bartelmann & Schneider 2001). Thus, we could turn the
measured shear profiles from Figure 6 into templates for optimal in-
dividual shapes of Q, which would result in mass maps that are not
easily comparable against each other. We therefore seek a common
weight function shape Q(r) with a single characteristic radius Rap,
knowing that we will sacrifice some statistical significance with
this decision. We follow the design choices of Schneider (1996),
which we find particularly suitable for this work for three reasons.
First, he approximated the shear profile by an isothermal γt ∝ 1/r
relation, which should allow us to capture the extended environ-
ment of these massive, and in parts even merging, clusters better
than the steeper NFW profile. Second, the weight function excises
an inner circle at r < ν1Rap to avoid regions where the relation
between γ and κ becomes nonlinear and shape measurements are
rendered difficult due to bright cluster members. The same concern
has led us to exclude the inner regions when fitting the NFW pro-
file in Section 5.1. Third, Schneider (1996) also sets the outer edge
of the weight function at r > Rap to allow the filter to operate on
finite, and potentially masked, fields and to avoid the inclusion of
truly uncorrelated structures, again corresponding to decisions we
made earlier. To avoid a sharp cutoff at that outer edge, we let the
filter roll off smoothly, starting at ν2Rap, where ν2 < 1. Considering
the scale, over which we can find a noticeable shear signal in Fig-
ure 6, we choose Rap = 10 arcmin, with an inner exclusion region
of ν1Rap = 1 arcmin and the onset of the roll-off at ν2Rap = 9 ar-
cmin. The exact form of the Q(r) can be seen in Schneider (1996,
eq. 34, Figs. 1 and 2). It is worth pointing out that in adopting these
choices we employ a filter that is substantially different from those
that attempt to maximize purity of blind detections from wide-field
weak-lensing data (e.g. Maturi et al. 2005) by suppressing the in-
fluence of large-scale structure fluctuations: here we know where
the clusters are and we want to probe the correlated material sur-
rounding the clusters.
We present the resulting mass maps, i.e. maps of Map/σMap
centered on the location of the BCG, as contours in the middle pan-
els of Figure 8. The mass maps of RXJ and SPTW1 show clearly
significant peaks, exceeding 5.5 and 3.5σ in their respective cen-
ters. For the Bullet cluster, the peak significance is not as prominent
despite having an expected mass comparable to RXJ, but due to
its highly non-spherical mass distribution, the spherical filter shape
works against the signal, reducing its amplitude. Finally, even the
least massive cluster, Abell 3261, shows up at the level of 3σ in its
mass map. The reduced significance of the latter two is caused also
by a low ngal ≈ 6 arcmin−2 after background cuts.
We overlay the mass maps with redMaPPer-detected galaxies
in groups with λ > 5, whose redshift estimates zλ are consistent
within ±3∆zλ . 0.03 with the main cluster redshift zcλ (see Sec-
tion 3.2 for details). The distribution reveals the structure of the
red-sequence galaxies within and around the main cluster halo.
Several aspects of the mass maps are remarkable. First, the
mass maps clearly follow the red-sequence cluster-galaxy distribu-
tions. This is additional confirmation that the shape measurements
indeed perform well since we expect mass to trace light. Second,
the peaks in the mass maps do not always coincide with the cluster
BCGs. For the Bullet cluster, the peak is placed roughly between
the main cluster and the subcluster. Given our large smoothing
scale, it is not surprising that the two peaks are effectively merged.
Furthermore, even for single-peaked mass distributions, such shifts
between the BCG and the most prominent mass peak are a conse-
quence of sampling the shear field with a finite number of sources
(e.g. Dietrich et al. 2012). Third, we note that additional peaks exist
in the mass maps, occasionally reaching 2σ, that are not associated
with the main cluster or other known clusters in the fields. To test
the robustness of the mass maps we therefore run bootstrap resam-
ples of the lensed galaxies, which reveal that these peaks are largely
spurious and depend on particular configurations of a small num-
ber of neighboring galaxies. In contrast, the peaks associated with
the main clusters shift location by up to 2 arcmin but are otherwise
robust under resampling.
6.2 Filamentary features
In the third column of Figure 8, we utilize the full DECam im-
age and show the distribution of redMaPPer-detected groups for the
entire usable area. We can see that the most massive clusters in the
sample show a rich environment that seems connected to the central
region and that reaches out to other clusters in the vicinity. From
a hierarchical CDM structure-formation scenario, we expect such
structures, called filaments, to be attached to and to act as bridges
between clusters, especially the very massive ones (e.g. Bond et al.
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Figure 8. 1st column: Multi-color image of the inner 5 arcmin. 2nd column: Weak-lensing aperture mass significance map of the inner 30 arcmin (contours, cf.
Equation 19), overlaid with galaxies (black dots) in redMaPPer-detected groups with λ > 5 and redshifts of zλ = zcλ ± 3∆zλ. 3rd column: The same redMaPPer
galaxies as in the 2nd column, but for the entire useable field of view of 90 arcmin. All panels are centered on the BCGs, the size of the previous (smaller)
panel is indicated by black boxes in columns 2 and 3. From top to bottom: RXC J2248.7-4431, 1E 0657-56, SCSO J233227-535827, and Abell 3261.
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Figure 9. Galaxies in redMaPPer-detected groups in the field of RXC J2248.7-4431 with λ > 5 and redshifts of zλ within the indicated non-overlapping
redshift slices, centered on the redMaPPer-assigned redshift zcλ = 0.344 of the main cluster.
1996). Both cosmological simulations and spectroscopic surveys
have revealed filaments with typical lengths of ten to dozens of Mpc
(e.g. Alpaslan et al. 2014; Tempel et al. 2014). Of particular rele-
vance to this study is that in simulations more than 80% of cluster
pairs with distances of around 10 Mpc/h are connected by filaments
(Colberg et al. 2005). In the RXJ field, there is another cluster in the
same redshift slice, detected by redMaPPer with λ = 41±2 (red di-
amond in the top-right panel of Figure 8), at a distance of 40 arcmin
to the south-west (12 Mpc in the plane of the sky), and a string of
less massive groups that may constitute a mildly curved connecting
filament. For the Bullet cluster, we can see another cluster at 28 ar-
cmin to the north-west (λ = 78 ± 3) and other correlated structure
over 20 Mpc, assuming the entire galaxy distribution is aligned in
the plane of the sky – a slight underestimation because it is known
that at least the inner region is inclined by 10 − 15◦ (Barrena et al.
2002; Markevitch et al. 2002). Structures that large have only been
observed around a few other clusters, mostly at higher redshift than
we probe here (e.g. Tanaka et al. 2009; Verdugo et al. 2012).
Without spectroscopic follow-up, we cannot prove that all
shown redMaPPer-detected galaxies are indeed at the redshift of
the main cluster or gravitationally interacting with the main halo.
There are, however, additional aspects that support the notion that
the shown structures are indeed real and associated with the clus-
ters. redMaPPer determines the redshifts of the main cluster halos
with high accuracy (compare Table 1 with Table 4), which implies
that the overall photometric calibration performs well and that the
red-sequence colors are properly calibrated for the DES photome-
try. This is consistent with the results from Rykoff et al. (in prep.)
showing that groups with λ > 5 exhibit scatter of σzλ 6 0.015 and
negligible bias when compared to existing spectroscopic redshifts
of clusters in the DES SV footprint. We can also split the light
cone of the observed fields into thin redshift slices to test whether
the structures are confined to the redshift of the main cluster halo.
The result for the RXJ cluster is shown in Figure 9. Note that this
test is different from the right panels in Figure 8 in that we do not
ask whether the redshift of the group is consistent with the main
cluster’s at 3∆zλ (of each group), which potentially allows for an
arbitrarily wide redshift range if ∆zλ → ∞. Instead, we only con-
sider the central value zλ of each group and fix the width of the slice
at ±0.03, the typical value of 3∆zλ for groups with λ > 5. This way
the influence of chance projections of groups with poorly deter-
mined redshifts can be suppressed. We can indeed see that the fila-
mentary structure does not bleed into other slices. Also, apart from
additional smaller clusters at different redshifts, the other slices are
much less populated and do not show similarly prominent corre-
lated structures. Tests of the other clusters yield similar results.
7 SUMMARY
In the study presented here we observed four galaxy cluster fields
with the newly installed imager DECam and tested all data pro-
cessing stages necessary for weak-lensing applications within the
Dark Energy Survey. Even with early data observed during the Sci-
ence Verification phase, we find the instrument and these pipelines
to perform according to anticipated specifications and yield as-
trometry, photometry, and shape measurements adequate for the
pathfinder analysis presented here, with no show-stoppers that pre-
clude forthcoming science analyses. Most important in this work
was to establish how to obtain reliable shape catalogs from DECam
data, and we summarize our findings as follows:
• By jointly fitting for the astrometry of all exposures, we find 20
mas scatter in the astrometric solution of scamp across the entire
focal plane.
• The PSF patterns are spatially fairly smooth across the focal
plane and can be well modeled with PSFEx, provided that the
brightest stars are discarded to limit the impact of the flux de-
pendence of the PSF width. The majority of the coadd images
have PSF model residuals in size and ellipticity that are subdom-
inant compared to shape scatter up to separations of 1 degree.
• With suitably chosen cuts, im3shape yields shape measurements
with a number density ngal ≈ 10 arcmin−2 as expected for full-
depth data at nominal seeing. The results are consistent when
varying source flux, size, photo-z or the filter of observation.
These technical prerequisites enable us to utilize the large field of
view of DECam to estimate weak-lensing masses and to map out
the galaxy and mass distribution of the targeted galaxy clusters. Our
scientific results are:
• We find weak-lensing masses for RXC J2248.7-4431, the Bullet
cluster 1E 0657-56, and SCSO J233227-535827 that are in good
agreement with previous studies. For clusters at higher redshift
or dedicated high-precision lensing studies of individual sys-
tems, deeper imaging than the nominal DES depth of 10 × 90
seconds is advised.
• For the cluster Abell 3261, we provide the first redshift, richness,
and weak-lensing mass estimates in the literature.
• The mass maps of all four clusters show their most significant
peak at or close to the cluster BCG. Clusters with a visibly no-
ticeable alignment of cluster member galaxies exhibit the same
orientation also in the mass maps.
• Due to well-calibrated photometry, the red-sequence method
redMaPPer detects these four clusters reliably. The redshift es-
timates of even much smaller clusters with λ > 5 are precise
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enough (Rykoff et al., in prep.) to form thin slices at the cluster
redshift and to map out the distribution of red-sequence galax-
ies in the entire cluster environment. The most massive systems,
1E 0657-56 and RXC J2248.7-4431, show filamentary structures
over about 1 degree, equivalent to about 20 Mpc at the cluster
redshifts. If the presence of these structures can be confirmed,
this technique can be employed in the DES main survey and en-
able efficient searches for large-scale filaments in the entire DES
footprint without the need for full spectroscopic coverage.
The work presented here will form the basis of forthcoming analy-
ses within DES, concerning e.g. the cluster-mass function, the cal-
ibration of mass-observable relations from optical richness, X-ray
and SZE, and other more demanding lensing applications.
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APPENDIX A: PSF FLUX DEPENDENCE
The most important test for the PSF model is whether it can repro-
duce the sizes and ellipticities of observed stars in the field. When
using the full range of stellar fluxes to inform the PSF model, we
unfortunately register that the PSF width s is overestimated for the
majority of all stars (see left panel of Figure A1). This is a direct
consequence of the flux-dependent charge registration in the DE-
Cam CCDs, for which we currently do not yet have a chip-level
correction. There is furthermore a broadening of the stellar elliptic-
ity residuals, foremost in the 1 direction, the cause of which is not
fully understood.
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Figure A1. Fractional size and ellipticity residuals of the PSFEx model
shown in Figure 3 but for a set of stars with MAG AUTO ∈ [15, 21.5]. The
brighter stars in this selection lead the PSF model to adopt larger sizes and
a preferred 1-direction, which is not shared by the bulk of the (fainter)
stars.
Irrespective of the actual mechanism at work, we can effec-
tively reduce the impact of the flux dependency by excluding the
brightest stars when computing the PSF model. We found that re-
jecting the brightest 3 magnitudes below saturation level, corre-
sponding roughly to MAG_AUTO ∈ [15, 18], allows for very accurate
PSF models as determined by the diagnostics in Equation 11 and
exemplified in Figure 3, where we used the fainter star selection for
the same field as in Figure A1. While there will be a slight mises-
timate of the effective PSF a galaxy at our faintest magnitudes of
i ' 24.5 would encounter, the change in flux and therefore in size
compared to our fainter star selection is too small to be detectable
by the diagnostics employed in this paper. As a practical conse-
quence, we need to work with coadded images where the fainter
stars can reliably be discriminated from galaxies.
APPENDIX B: TOLERANCES FOR PSF MODEL
DIAGNOSTICS
In this section we seek to propagate failures of the PSF modeling
approach in capturing both sizes and ellipticities of the actual PSF
(and its spatial variation) into the the shear catalogs, thereby estab-
lishing limits on the required accuracy of the PSF models. We start
with Eq. 13 from Paulin-Henriksson et al. (2008),
∆sys ' (gal − ?) ∆(s
2)
s2gal
−
( s?
sgal
)2
∆, (B1)
which estimates the systematic error in the shape of a deconvolved
galaxy from the uncertainties in size and ellipticity of the PSF
model, ∆(s2) and ∆.22 Forming the correlation function yields
〈∆∗sys∆sys〉 =
[
σ2 + 〈∗??〉
]〈(∆s2
s2gal
)2〉
+
〈( s?
sgal
)4〉〈∆∗∆〉
+
〈∆s2 s2?
s4gal
(
∗?∆ + ∆
∗?
)〉
.
(B2)
22 While the derivation strictly applies to moment-based measures only,
and we seek to use it in a model-fitting context, the results depend weakly
on the method used for shear estimation, provided the method yields an
shape estimate that transforms as an ellipticity under an applied shear.
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Now we will have to make several assumptions to relate the terms
arising here to the PSF model diagnostics defined in Equation 9 and
Equation 10. First, to pull out a common size-ratio for the first two
terms, we need to assume that the size residuals do not correlate
with stellar size:
〈∆∗sys∆sys〉 =
〈( s?
sgal
)4〉 [[
σ2 + 〈∗??〉
]
ρ3 + ρ1
]
+
〈∆s2 s2?
s4gal
(
∗?∆ + ∆
∗?
)〉
.
(B3)
If we furthermote assume that ∆ and ? as well as ∆s2 and ∆ are
uncorrelated, we can simplify the last term to〈∆s2 s2?
s4gal
〉
〈∗?∆ + ∆∗?〉, (B4)
which allows us to identify it with ρ2:
〈∆∗sys∆sys〉 =
〈( s?
sgal
)4〉 [[
σ2 + 〈∗??〉
]
ρ3 + ρ1 +
〈∆s2
s2?
〉
ρ2
]
. (B5)
We note that these additional assumptions are clearly problematic
as one could easily imagine that residuals increase when the quan-
tity that is modeled increases. For instance, both sizes and elliptici-
ties tend to rapidly rise towards the field edges, where only a small
number of stars can constrain the PSF model, a situation that should
result in larger and correlated residuals for size and ellipticity.
Ideally, one would assess PSF model errors directly from
Equation B2, which considers all possible correlation between sizes
and ellipticities (and their errors). We leave this to a forthcoming in-
vestigation and want to highlight another immediate consequence
of our derivation. If we accept the limitations laid out above result-
ing in Equation B5, we see that for ρ3 a prefactor of order 10−2
and for ρ2 of order 10−3 (for a reasonably well-fit PSF model) re-
duces their relative impact on the total shape error. In other words,
if all diagnostic correlation functions were equal, ρ1 is most de-
manding, followed by ρ3 and then ρ2. In practice, we find relatively
larger size than ellipticity residuals, rendering ρ3 a useful and, in
the case of the flux-dependent PSF, even decisive diagnostic. On
the other hand, due to its very small pre-factor, ρ2 appears not to
carry substantial information to assess the PSF model quality. We
will therefore refrain from enforcing limits on ρ2 and will assess
the PSF models with ρ1 and ρ3 only.
The LHS of Equation B5 differs from the shear estimate only
by the shear responsivity Pγ, which allows us to compare the total
systematic budget with the statistical limit from the intrinsic shape
scatter of the galaxies. For the two-point function, the number of
galaxy pairs in a distance bin around r is given by ngalpi(R2max−R2min),
with Rmin/max denoting the minimum and maximum radius of that
bin. Assuming a Gaussian form of the intrinsic shape scatter with
variance σ2 , we get
P−2γ 〈∆∗sys∆sys〉 <
σ2
ngalpi(R2max − R2min)
. (B6)
We still need an estimate for the pre-seeing size of galaxies sgal
in our shape catalogs. For Gaussian-shaped galaxies and stars, one
can directly relate the measurement of FWHM_RATIO from im3shape
to the ratio of the moment-based size definition s we have adopted
in this paper:
s2gal
s2?
= FWHM_RATIO2 − 1. (B7)
Together with the shear responsivity yields
T = Pγ
s2gal
s2?
= Pγ(FWHM_RATIO2 − 1). (B8)
Finally, requiring that no diagnostic function alone crosses the limit
set by Equation B6, we get the set of tolerances in Equation 11.
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